For 43 years, women and men, children and the elderly have been fighting for women's rights, equity, and freedom. An exhibition and public open house in the Stantec Gallery next Monday – Nov. 28 at 6 p.m. – will explore this tumultuous history.

The exhibition, which will run from Nov. 28 to Dec. 23, features the work of Iranian SAPL students curating a timeline of brave Iranians who have demanded human rights and equity throughout the country's history. The timeline ends with current events and highlights how people are currently fighting for their dreams and rights on the streets and in the media landscape.

**Date:** Monday, November 28  
**Time:** 6 p.m.  
**Location:** Stantec Gallery  
Professional Faculties Building (2nd Floor)  
2500 University Drive NW

No registration is required.
INDIGENOUS APPROACHES TO PLANNING | NOV. 30 | CBDLab

How can planners use their practice to decolonize spaces and places? Steve DeRoy, award-winning Anishinaabe professional, co-founder, and director of The Firelight Group, has some answers. As part of his Design Matters lecture series, *Preferred Futures: Indigenous Approaches to Planning*, DeRoy will explore how integrating Indigenous mapping exercises can support Indigenous rights and interests.

**Date:** Wednesday, November 30  
**Time:** 6 p.m.  
**Location:** The City Building Design Lab, 616 Macleod Tr. S.E.

[Register Here]

TOSSA WEBINAR SERIES

TOSSA Sustainability Services Inc invites students and faculty to its first, free sustainability and life cycle webinar series, *Beyond environmental assessment: Life cycle thinking for decision-makers*, on Dec. 8 at 9 a.m. MT. [REGISTER HERE]
SAPL RESEARCH SUCCEEDS IN SPAIN

Four UCalgary and SAPL scholars have five papers accepted under the demanding rigor of double-blind peer-review at the VIBRArch: Valencia International Biennial of Research in Architecture congress, held in early November in Valencia, Spain.

LANDSCAPE SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY

The Landscape Architecture Foundation is now accepting applications for 2023 scholarships, offering more than $150,000 for the 2022-23 academic year. Applications are due by Feb. 1, 2023.

Read More

Learn More
URBAN DESIGN COMPETITION
The Urban Land Institute is inviting graduate students to participate in the 21st Annual Uli Gerald D. Hines Student Urban Design Competition. The registration deadline is Dec. 9.

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY
The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada is now accepting submissions for its 2023 Scholarships and Bursaries. The deadline for submissions is April 24.

WELLNESS BENCH DESIGN COMPETITION
The Canadian Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute is hosting its second annual Wellness Bench Design Competition and invites students to participate. Registration has been extended to Dec. 19.

NOMINATION OPPORTUNITY: THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES RESEARCH COUNCIL IMPACT AWARDS
The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council Impact Awards recognize outstanding researchers and celebrate their research achievements, research training, and knowledge mobilization funded partially or entirely by SSHRC.

Faculty members seeking an institutional nomination must submit a Letter of Intent through their Faculty or Associate Dean (Research). Research Services invites all eligible nominees to contact researchawards@ucalgary.ca for more information on this opportunity.

UCALGARY'S 2023 EDI AWARDS ACCEPTING NOMINATIONS
Nominations are open for students, faculty, postdoctoral fellows, staff, or teams, contributing toward advancing equity, diversity, inclusion, and accessibility at UCalgary. Nominations close Nov. 30.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED | PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY
The International Institute of Building Enclosure Consultants (IIBEC) is developing a certification exam for building enclosure commissioning consultants. Graduate students in Civil engineering and architecture are being sought as volunteer trial test-takers to test the efficacy of the new exam. Volunteers chosen for this project, and who complete the multiple-choice exam, will be compensated with a small stipend and a one-year complimentary IIBEC membership. If interested, contact Dr. Nancy Barnes at nbarnes@iibec.org by Nov. 30, 2022.

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU!
Do you have an item that needs to be highlighted in future editions of this newsletter? Submit your items with an image to marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca by end of day Monday of the week the item should run in the newsletter. You can also contact us on this e-mail for potential stories and social media content.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

MEDes RESEARCHERS | FOOD SYSTEMS CITY
SAPL is looking for four Master of Environmental Design (MEDes) researchers to investigate and create food networks for the city as part of the Food Hub. These are fully funded positions, and the anticipated start date is January 2023 or per arrangement. Apply with a cover letter, cv, and a research proposal by Nov. 30 to fabian.neuhaus@ucalgary.ca READ MORE

GALLERIES

OPEN HOUSE: UNDER THE HEEL | NOV. 30
Through rigorous experimentation, Under the Heel, the newest exhibition at the CBDLab by BOLD Workshop Architecture, WOA (Works of Architecture), and AITCH (Dan Hapton), challenges the preconceived-dominant paradigms of former generations of architects and designers. An Open House will take place on Nov. 30 at the CBDLab, prior to Design Matters. REGISTER

DESIGN BYTES
COMPETITIVE DESIGN: QATAR'S WORLD CUP STADIUMS
Qatar is overseeing the most expensive World Cup ever, in large part due to the costs of construction.

MEGACITIES: REALITY OR FICTION?
By the year 2050, it is projected that 68 per cent of the world's population will live in urban areas, but are these areas ready?

A HOME WITH A SECRET
This old Victorian home has a secret. Hint: It involves Montreal's public transit system.